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Welfare Committee Member
Margaret Campion is the Welfare Committee Member.
If you know of anyone sick or someone who has been absent for
a while and unwell, or if you think a card from the Committee
would be welcome, then let Margaret know and she will send a
suitable message.
Margaret Campion’s contact details can be found on page 2.
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Note from the Editor
In this edition I have added email addresses to makes it easier to
contact committee members and group convenors.
I want to thank all of you who sent in news, reports, photographs
and information about forthcoming group events.
This Newsletter is published 4 times a year, in January, April,
July and October. The deadline for the January 2012 publication
is Friday 9th December. The contact details for the Newsletter
are:
Email:
lindseyu3a@gmail.com

Thanks also to the Editorial Team: Sub-Editor: Dawn Bowskill,
Member: Anne Driver.

Peter Abela,
Editor
Door Rota
Nov
Dec
Jan

Richard Carter, June Charles
Joyce and John Good
Edna and Barry Brooke

Tea and Coffee Rota
Nov
Dec
Jan

Catherine and David Howe, Beryl Carter, Lyn Morley,
Pat Davies
Ann Elliot, Jean Runcie, Lorna and John Evans
Val Dunn, Jean Rowell, Pat Meanwell, Mary Smith
Jean Stevenson
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General Monthly Meetings

Thu Oct 6 at 10.30
Peter Carl Faberge – Jeweller to the Tsars by Gerry Burrows.
Thanks by Ruby Croft

Thu Nov 3 at 10.30
The Black Death by Eric Houlder. Thanks by Jo Smith
Thu Dec 1 at 10.30
Deck the Hall: Yuletide Customs and Traditions by Dr David
Boswick. Thanks by Margaret Campion
Thu Jan 5 at 10.30
U3A Members Present “Just a Minute 2”

Michelangelo – at the Vatican
(August General Meeting)

James Taylor-Foster is 18 years old and until
July a pupil in the VIth form at The Priory
Academy LSST in Lincoln and later this year
he will begin studying for a degree in
Architecture at Manchester University.
While at the school he wanted to take ‘History
of Art’ for A-level but instead was offered a
course of equal standing requiring his own intense study,
research and essay writing on two Art subjects of his own choice.
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“Michelangelo, the Man, his Works, his Legacy” is his first chosen
subject. James delighted us with his enthusiasm, knowledge,
professionalism and the excellent presentation of his lecture
“Michelangelo—at the Vatican”.
Our speaker led us through Michelangelo’s long life of 88 years,
the early signs of his genius, his skilful and modern approach to
sculpture, his perfectionism and arrogance, his self-knowledge
and professional pride in his own artistry plus his ability to work
for long periods of time without rest or adequate nourishment.
We were gently conducted through an appreciation of the
sculpture ‘Pieta’ commissioned by Jean de Billheres, Cardinal of
Santa Sabina, as a funeral monument but later moved to St.
Peter’s Basilica then to a further sculpture this time ‘Moses’ from
the tomb of Pope Julius II, his Patron, and finally details of
several of the frescoes from the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in
the Vatican.
It was a fascinating and instructive tour. Amazing to think that this
man Michelangelo, who loved sculpture, hated painting and who
found the discomfort in the execution of this ceiling abominable
but persisted with minimal help over many years to paint such a
glorious work of Art.
Finally we reached Michelangelo’s later years when Pope Paul III
appointed him Chief Architect to oversee the design and rebuilding of St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome. This magnificent Father
Church of the Catholic Faith is yet another of his legacies. A
most interesting and informative talk by a young man who loves
his work.

Elspeth Young
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“Just a Minute 2”
January’s General Meeting
Following
last
January's
successful
performance when our members entertained
us at the General Meeting, we have decided
to hold a similar session in January 2012.
This is a preliminary announcement to
encourage people to contribute.
Just a Minute

The idea is for us to entertain each other by a
short series of performances. These could be singing, recitation,
monologues, musical performances, duets, chamber groups, or
original works.
It is perfectly acceptable for performers to read from a paper,
though it is felt reading from a book looks bad and is difficult to
carry off. If anyone needs an item typed up say, from a book,
Marion will be very happy to do this for you.
The acts should last between one and two minutes to ensure no
one person or act ‘hogs the show’ and to give the audience a
variety of entertainment during the (approximately) one hour
show.
It would be good to have more musical acts for 2012. There
must be lots of musicians who are keeping their heads down.
We only want a short performance, not an aria.
If you have played a musical instrument and have lapsed
somewhat, let us know. We may be able to put you in touch with
other members with similar backgrounds to enable you to form a
‘Scratch group’.
Marion Plenderleith has agreed to oversee the performances and
will be taking details of the items from performers from late
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October onwards. She can be contacted any time after 20th
October.
So that everyone can hear clearly, we hope that performers will
use a microphone. Don't worry, as instructions on use will be
given a little time before the ‘Event’.
We would also encourage performers to rehearse their own
contributions beforehand. It will not normally be necessary to
have rehearsals before the day.

Alan Campion
(Marion’s non artistic assistant.)

Membership Renewal 2012
It will soon be time to renew your membership again; the good
news is that it has been reduced by 15% from £14 to £12 for
2012. This will reduce our surplus funds created by economies
made in the administration of Lindsey U3A, every little helps!
You will receive your renewal form and member survey with this
newsletter. Should you misplace it you can print one off our web
site, or if you prefer, a copy of the form/survey are at pages 29/30
of this Newsletter. Please submit, by the first general meeting in
January 2012, the completed form with your cheque for £12
made payable to “Lindsey U3A”. If you are unable to attend the
meeting please post it to me. My address is on the form.
If you would like to pay electronically via your bank using a
standing order or BACS please contact me for the details.

Mike Kirkby
Treasurer
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Lindsey U3A Membership Survey
It would be appreciated if members complete the survey on the
back of the Membership Renewal Form. This survey assists your
committee to plan the programme for next year.

Chairman
Welcome New Members
We welcome 5 new members since the July Newsletter,
Vanessa Gibbons, Dorothy Andrews, Stephen Chadderton,
Henry Jones and Phillippa Birch. This brings our membership
to 280.

Alan Turner
Architecture Group
Visit to Great Grimsby
The settlement of Grimsby was founded by the
Danes in the 9th century. 'Grim' being a
personal name and 'by' the old Danish word for
village gives it it's very Nordic name. The town
was given a charter by King John in 1201, and
by 1218 had a Mayor hence the eventual need
Architecture
for a Town Hall. The first one being built in the
13th century and the present one, number four,
was built at a cost of £6,500 and opened by the Earl of
Yarborough in 1863.
Should anyone wish to look at them, I have in my possession
architectural details of the Town Hall and former courthouse and
police station - DON'T ALL RUSH AT ONCE.
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The newspapers of the day
described the building as "...at
once handsome, convenient and
complete, destined to become
one of the showpieces of the
County." This description of a
really magnificent building is just
as valid today. The inside is
A comfortable chair in the
quite opulent to say the least.
Council Chamber
The
council
chamber
is
magnificent: the carved woodwork and beautiful glazed windows
are its crowning glory. The old Police cells and exercise area
have been turned into a walk through museum depicting the
development of the town into the largest fishing port in the world.
The cells were great fun, the old brick graffiti wall was covered in
scratched names and dates left by the incarcerated prisoners,
some of them dating back to the 1800s.
St. James Minster Church was built in 1114 though it has been
much changed over the years. One of the most surprising things
about it to me is its width, for what after all is a Parish Church.
Our group was given a thorough, if somewhat exhausting tour of
every corner. I won't do a write up on it, but urge you to visit this
this old church with its serenely beautiful interior. It gives you the
feeling of being in another time space!
Though I remember it in not so serene times, coming home for
the day from Scotter where I was evacuated, I had to catch the
trolley bus just by the church. The trolley bus and its overhead
lines were still there and working but, the end of the church was a
smoking ruin. This didn't shock me in the least; it was part of
daily life but what gave me the real horrors was the church yard,
the tombs had been blasted open and you could see what looked
like steps down inside them. Yours truly was on that bus in a
flash, after all you never knew what might come up the steps and
get you!

Jo Smith
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Architecture Group Programme
Thursday 20 October
Not yet arranged - should be Tattershall Castle but it is not open
on Mondays. I will think of something else – watch this space!
Thursday 17 November
At 10am, Welton Methodist Church Hall.
“Victorian High
Farming” by Dr Shirley Brookes. There will be a charge for this
event, probably around £3 per person.

Margaret Campion
Art Appreciation

Art Appreciation

The Art Appreciation Group has had two very
interesting outings this summer, the first to see
the David Hockney paintings “Bigger Trees
near Warter” and the second to the ‘Sculpture
in the Sanctuary’ exhibition at Taylor’s Garden
Centre near Southwell.

The ‘Trees’ were something of a surprise – they were both bigger
than expected but taking up a smaller space than expected –
which probably sounds mad, but is how it seemed! We had been
expecting huge canvasses and indeed they were immense, but
from the trailer film we saw at the beginning of our guided tour,
we had all expected the actual exhibition space to be absolutely
vast, but in fact the space was quite small and we were ‘up close
and personal’ to the canvasses!
This meant that the
perfectionists amongst us were able to notice that the canvasses
did not quite align accurately one with another which caused a
certain feeling of disappointment. Having said that, they were
technically brilliant, giving a feeling of serenity and peace, the
colours were so clear and the whole so still, that it was
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impossible not to be impressed. The introductory film which
showed the difficulties in actually painting these huge canvasses
and getting each to flow into the next (even if we could see where
they did not quite meet up!) was a technical Tour de Force.
Sculptures in the Sanctuary was an altogether more low key
experience with sculptures spread all around the Swan
Sanctuary and in two large glass houses. Some were small and
suitable for the house, some larger and would have looked exotic
in the conservatory, a few might have graced the average garden
of a semi-detached town house, some would be right in a
farmhouse garden and some were perfect for the formal country
house with lake – in other words, something for everyone
everywhere! Personal favourites were the lovely elegant water
birds alighting on the surface of the lake – so graceful, how do
they manage to get them to balance? There were some utterly
charming figures of grazing sheep with lambs frolicking about,
flights of exquisite silver fairies and enamelled birds which would
enchant my grandchildren and lots of fighting hares and larger
bronze animals and figures.
Both these days out were rewarding and interesting and well
worth the effort of driving some distance to reach – anyway, they
had nice tea rooms at both venues!

Margaret Campion
Art Appreciation Programme
Monday 10 October 2pm.
At The Bee Field. “Richard Betts, Jeweller”. This session has
been organised by Jeannie Rowan & Richard will bring a
selection of his work and other artefacts to demonstrate the
breadth of his work.
Monday 14 November. 2pm
At The Bee Field. Elspeth Young and “The Scottish Colourists”
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Monday 12 December 2pm
At The Bee Field. Allen Ball “Toulouse Lautrec”

Margaret Campion
Aspects of History
We started our new season with a talk
about King William IV, the Original Sailor
King. Like so many Royals he was well out
of the running, 3rd in line for the throne, but
circumstances changed and he reigned for
7 years before his niece became Queen
Aspects of History
Victoria. The second Thursday in October
will bring the story of Nelson, you will hear
a lot about him as it's the Trafalgar anniversary month.
November will bring the tale of Bonnie Prince Charlie: December
will give the chance to learn about the history of Japan,
something most of us are much uninformed about. Our new
members have settled in easily, why don't a few more come
along to the Methodist Church Hall and try out a very successful
and interesting U3Agroup.

Bob Wise
Computers for All

Computers for All

To encourage a broader range of computer
users to attend the monthly meetings, the
computer group is to be re-launched in a
different format to help everyone of all user
levels to use and understand their computers
better.
The new group will be called
“Computers for All”
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The first half of the meeting will be to discuss a pre-planned
subject chosen by a group member who knows very little about
the subject and would like to learn more about it. Each member
will have researched the chosen subject for that month
beforehand to give a short presentation of no more than 5
minutes of their findings. This will enable all members to learn
from each other on a wide range of computer subjects.
The second half of the meeting will be a question and answer
time where problems and queries can be discussed and
hopefully solved. From time to time there will be a “how to”
workshop aimed at specific subjects.
The meetings will continue to be held at 4 The Bee Field, Lincoln,
LN2 4GE at 10am on the 2 nd Monday of the month.
New members are very welcome - just come along to the next
meeting, contact Mike Kirkby. Contact details can be found on
page 27. The Programme so far:
10th October Netbooks, pads and tablets – Mike Kirkby
14th November Blue tooth, Wi-Fi and hotspots – Peter Abela
12th December Members’ choice

Mike Kirkby
Floriade and the Royal Gardens Holiday
Lindsey U3A invites members and
their friends and family to
participate in the first organised
holiday of the group.
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The holiday organised in conjunction with Applebys will be for 5
days (4 nights) commencing Thursday June 28 th and will
combine a visit to Floriade 2012 with the Royal Gardens of
Holland.
We will travel with our own coach with full facilities from Lincoln
to Hull and onwards on North Sea Ferries for an overnight cruise
to Rotterdam. After disembarkation we will travel to Het Loo
Palace and Gardens in Apeldorm to visit the spectacular Palace
and its Versailles like baroque gardens.
We will then travel on to Arcen and spend two nights 15Km from
the Floriade expo in the four star Fletchers Hotel Rooland on a
half board basis. Floriade occurs every 10 years and is a
magnificent site.
Day 3 will be a full day at Foriade 2012 which features a cultural
programme of music, dance, literature and visual art from around
the world. Over 40 hectares of the site are home to displays by
over 100 Dutch and International exhibitors making this “The
Greatest Flower Show on Earth.”
Next day we will wend our way to The Hague the seat of the
government of the Netherlands and home to the Dutch Royal
family where we intend to visit the Royal Gardens. We will then
travel to the beautiful town of Delft, famous for its porcelain
factory before returning to the port for our return overnight
crossing.
Full details of the holiday will be available at the October General
meeting, but in the meantime Elizabeth Walker or Jo will be
happy to respond to any queries.

Elizabeth Walker and Jo Smith
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Gardening Programme
October 25, 2 – 4pm
At Welton village hall, a talk by Steve Lovell
entitled “Planting your garden to attract wildlife”
Gardening

November 22
Programme to be arranged
December 6, 12 for 12.30pm
At Pennells Garden Restaurant, North Hykeham Christmas get
together for lunch and hours of shopping. Menus and price at
the November meeting.

Pauline Hayley
Photo Group Programme
It is difficult to be specific about our sessions
over the October to January period.
However, we do plan to meet on 27/10/11
and the session will involve Mike Kirkby’s
input on photographing gardens and we may
Photography
also have a practical workshop, the content
of which is yet to be decided. At the end of this meeting we will
set a project to do in the interregnum before the next meeting,
and this is likely to be about taking photographs at dusk, dawn or
at night.
At our next meeting on 24/11/11; we will review the results of the
dusk, dawn and night photography; and we may also have a
practical workshop.
Our final meeting of 2011 is scheduled for 22/12/11 but this is
likely to be re-scheduled. The first meeting of 2012 is currently
planned to be on 26/01/12.

Jim Smith
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Poetry Group

Poetry

There are currently 12 members of the
Poetry Group, which we have found is as
many as can fit into most people’s homes.
Around September each year, each member
chooses a theme or subject for the following
year and the programme for the year is
arranged. Whoever has picked the theme
hosts the meeting at their home.

Of course the main purpose of the Group is to read and enjoy
Poetry, not only by favourite and well-established poets, but by
new poets as well. Sometimes the theme is by subject,
sometimes it is by poet, or era, or nationality. There are endless
combinations.
So far during 2011, we have covered poems dealing with
Childhood and Adolescence, Farming or Growing Things,
Memories, Nature, Woods and Trees. In addition, we have read
a wide selection of poetry by Philip Larkin and been introduced to
Jewish Poetry. Coming up are poems by Stevie Smith and
Grace Nichols, Ethnic Poetry and Men (nice one, Val!!)
This Christmas, when we usually have a small celebration at the
Convenor’s home, we are trying something different and each
member has been asked to choose their “Three Desert Island
Poems” and say which would be the one they couldn’t live
without. I await members’ contributions with interest.
But as well as reading poems, we have such a lot of fun at this
group. Many poems lead to in-depth discussions on all sorts of
subjects, reminiscences, politics, the way of the world, jokes,
memories, life experiences – you name it, we have talked about it
and had many, many laughs.
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A recent Poetry Group Meeting . (L to R Val Dunn reading her
poem, then Sheila Gravells and Myra Lowthorpe)

I do urge anyone interested in Poetry to think of starting another
group. Any one of our group would be delighted to give any
necessary tips to help get you going and among us, we have a
huge selection of wonderful Poetry books and anthologies.
Please contact me, Marion Plenderleith, , if you would like more
information.

Marion Plenderleith,(Convenor, Poetry for Pleasure. )
Singing for Fun

Singing for Fun

A year on and all is well with the singing
group.
We have approximately 15
regular singers, but a few more will be
very welcome. We have over the last
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year tried a very varied selection of songs from all areas of music
and at present we have 68 songs all in our repertoire.
We have tried to have a varied list of songs brought to our
meetings by any member of the group so that all tastes are
catered for. We tried singing Drunken Sailor as a Round which
wasn’t all that good but we did have a good laugh.
We don’t wish to be brilliant singers just a nice bunch of people
enjoying ourselves so if you like good company, a song or two
and a laugh, please come and join us on the 3rd Thursday
afternoon of the month (excluding August) at 2 pm at the
Methodist Hall.

Mick Davis

Theatre Group
Christmas at Warwick Castle. Dec 9 £22.50 inclusive.
See Theatre Group desk for further details

Visits Group
Cranwell Visit on Friday 26 Aug
The members making up the select group
which visited Cranwell were required on
arrival to report to the Guardroom, which
was once a railway station, and is now a
Grade Two Heritage Listed building.
Cranwell is that kind of place!
Visits Group
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Reception is at RAF Cranwell, but our visit, ably arranged by
Sheila Sherwood, was to RAF College Cranwell, actually a quite
separate establishment. Members were guided and entertained
by College Technical Support Officer Dave “Dinger” Bell, who
started by explaining how the RAF was formed in 1918 from the
pre-existing RNAS and RFC. He moved on to tell of the
foundation of the Air Academy in 1920, which was followed by
the construction of the current magnificent buildings, in vastly
extensive grounds, in 1929-33. The main building is some 800ft
long and 132ft high, with, apparently, an estimated current real
estate value of some £83 million, should anyone like to put in an
offer.
The collection of unique memorabilia and paintings of royalty,
dignitaries and military events would enthral art lovers and
military historians alike
for a limitless time. One
1677 canvas has a
value
estimated
in
millions, but equally
interesting are stories of
why
Her
Majesty
insisted on an alteration
to the submitted portrait
of Prince Philip, and
why a painting of an
Aston
Martin
was
intolerable to Prince
RAF College Cranwell
Charles.
The library too is fabulously extensive, containing exactly what
would be expected, but also, for example, the original manuscript
of T. E. Lawrence’s Seven Pillars of Wisdom. Surprisingly, the
library facilities are available by appointment to members of the
public.
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The panelled halls which once echoed to the voices of Sir Frank
Whittle and Douglas Bader are nowadays host to not only the
cream of the British forces, but also aspiring airmen from other
countries, simply because, to quote Dinger Bell, “We still give the
best training in the world.” Nobody would doubt him.

Philip Walker
Grimsthorpe Castle
On Wednesday the 8th June we assembled at our various pick up
points to venture forth into the nether regions of Lincolnshire. I’m
quite sure that there are not too many of our Members who have
an absolute knowledge of the manor houses and Stately Homes
that seem to hide very well indeed in the vast expanses of this
County of ours.
Grimsthorpe Castle was our destination on this visit, and I must
admit to have passed it quite a few times when I was patrolling
the County’s roads but I have never ventured in. The stone walls
and wrought iron gates have always been quite daunting, but
here we were, after a reasonably short drive in the coach,
entering into the parkland and getting a good view of the
immense space of the estate that unfolded. Cattle grids and
fences
were
pretty
evident that this was a
working estate. There
were rolling hills and
beautiful
trees
absolutely everywhere,
all of a good age and
state of preservation,
the more one saw the
more
we
were
anticipating
a
memorable visit, yet
At Grimsthorpe Castle
again.
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I took in the features of the Castle and was instantly reminded of
a visit we had had with the Gardening Group to Burleigh House.
Burleigh’s architecture and Grimsthorpe castle’s build were very
similar. The local limestone literally shone a beautiful honey
colour at both establishments. Yet Grimsthorpe is about a
quarter of the size of Burleigh, and Grimsthorpe is the Castle and
Burleigh is the House.............yet another quirk of the English way
of doing things that foreigners cannot get their heads around.
We were met by the Estate Manager who was a very jovial, very
knowledgeable Yorkshire man. We were given an idea of what
we were in store for, and it sounded even better once we were
told where the loos and the cafe were. I am no good at all until I
have had an injection of coffee, to get me going. The cafe made
and served a very good brew, which was worth a cup or was it
two? I’m a poet and I didn’t know it........
After our break we returned to the coach to have a conducted
tour of the estate roads. We feasted our eyes on some
spectacular views of the rolling countryside, no boundaries were
visible within the estate, and each estate road led towards the
Castle which was situated on what was possibly the highest point
locally. As a result, as we sallied forth along the roads, the
Castle came into view and disappeared; the next time you saw it
it was that much nearer and more striking. Mr Ray Briggs the
Estate Access Manager, gave a very concise report on the
formation of an Abbey and the later demolishment of the same
and then all the building of the Castle. Most of the stone came
from the ruins of the Abbey.
Grimsthorpe was in fact thrown up in a matter of less than 18
months. As Henry VIII had intimated to the owners that he
intended to visit, this announcement threw the family into quite a
quandary, as the Castle was nowhere near completed, so they
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had to find and use some more limestone which, luckily was
available via some quarries within the estate.
I did not keep an accurate record of the dates involved in the
building of the estate, as I was more interested in the formation of
the lakes and parkland surrounding the Castle. It was most
definitely not a Capability Brown vista. The landscaping was
carried out by a Dutch engineer who at the time was employed
draining the fens in Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire, and told
the family that he could do the job for considerably less, which he
did, and the end result was, and is, spectacular. I was enthralled
to hear the method that is adopted with the trees, they are
allowed to die off where they stand and this creates a wonderful
landscape to a painter’s eye of all the tortured shapes created by
the sun bleached and weather worn trunks and branches of
trees, some of which could well be in excess of 900 years of age.
The quarries that were created by the Castle builders are a
haven to the British gentian, which we didn’t see as it was a little
early for anything to be in flower. We were shown a photo of the
gentian by Ray, and he was really proud of the fact that this
beautiful plant had settled in his domain.
Country pursuits were the main source of estate revenue, apart
from tourists. The Gamekeepers hatched, fed and watered
thousands of pheasants and partridges, which in turn are
released into specified areas of woodland so that they could
become wild, and then we all know what happens on the glorious
12th August .......they all get blasted out of the sky. But it brings
in an awful lot of money from shooting syndicates and employs a
lot of the locals as beaters and others who have allied skills in
game feeding, and cooking. I could imagine that there would be
a right hooley on the 12 th during the evening, but that’s another
story.
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After lunch a visit around the Castle was organised and when I
saw the entrance hall and twin wrought iron staircases leading up
to the first floor, I gave in and sat and watched a very informative
DVD of the individual rooms, furnishings and fittings. Very clean,
the whole Castle gleamed; it felt a very warm and friendly place
to visit, even more for those that live there. I was impressed with
the whole concept and by all of the effort that had been made on
our behalf to make our visit memorable, which it no doubt was.
There was a brochure available, if a concise story of the Castle
was required. I therefore have not talked too much about this
lengthy history.

Grimsthorpe Castle – Taking a rest

A huge thank you to Margaret and Alan for a really tremendous
visit, the best yet as they say, in all the good company present.

John Smallwood
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Visits Group Programme
Tues 4 Oct.
Visit to Rolls Royce, Derby. John Lee, organising. It is
suggested we share cars. Starting 11am at RR Learning &
Development Centre, then lunch, then No. 12 Shop, 13.15 to
14.45, for presentation on early RR motor cars, & the
development of the aero engine. Free but need to pay for lunch.
Definitely a visit for the engineers, and car & plane enthusiasts in
our group. Detailed directions later. Sign up with John Lee.
Tues 18 Oct
Coach trip to York. Elizabeth Walker organising. Some seats
still available.
Fri 28 Oct 10am
Visit to Bishop Grosseteste College. Jim Smith organising. Meet
at Reception at 9.45am. We believe that cars can be parked ‘On
site’. Signing up from September.
Fri 4 Nov 9.15am for 9.30am.
Visit to Kerry Ingredients, millers, of Gainsborough. Organiser:
Edna Brooke. . Sensible clothes and footwear should be worn,
and visitors will be required to wear a protective coat and hat.
Those of us with beards will be required to cover them with a
protective plastic cover. Address for visit: Kerry Ingredients, Carr
Lane, Gainsborough, DN21 1LQ. Kerry Ingredients is a large
flour mill, producing specialist flour products, and supply bread
crumbs to the trade. The visit will include a briefing on the milling
process, followed by a tour to see the mill in operation. There is
a maximum number of 20 for this visit. A few places still
available.
Fri 9 Dec 9.45am for 10am
Visit to the new Staythorpe Power Station, near Newark.
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We meet at 0945 for a 10am start for a presentation followed by
a tour of the new gas fired station. There is a limit of 25
members for this visit. Visitors must wear sensible shoes and be
prepared to don safety clothes, and ladies must wear trousers.
Sign up today for this visit which could take up to 2 ½ hours and
is free of charge.
Signing up from September. Places still
available.
Fri 6 Jan. 10am
Visit to Engineering faculty Lincoln University. We have been
offered a chance to visit the new engineering faculty at Lincoln
University. Meet in foyer of LPAC 9.45 for tour (Approx. two
hours.) at 10am. No parking available - suggest pay to park in St
Marks car park. No charge for this visit. Refreshments available
after in Union Building. No limit on numbers. Sign up from
October.

Walking Group Programme
First and Third Mondays of the month. at 10am .
Walks about five miles
Walking

Date

Leader

19 Sep
3 Oct

Mike & M Curtis
Joy Babington

17 Oct

Alan Campion

31 Oct*

Robin Gulliver

7 Nov
21 Nov
5 Dec
19 Dec

M and M Curtis
Janet C/Mary G
Robin Gulliver
Alan Campion

Where
West Ashby
Walesby
Dorrington,
(Sleaford)
Lincoln to
Broxholme
Details later
Details later
Details later
Details later

Meet at
Near Church
Village Hall
Musician Arms (Meals)
Carholme Grandstand

Pub lunch after

Joy Babington
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Group Convenors and Contact Details
Architecture

Margaret Campion
margaret.campion@btinternet.com

Art Appreciation

Margaret Campion
margaret.campion@btinternet.com

Art and Craft

Norman Clarke
nclarke828@btinternet.com

Aspects of History

Bob Wise
thewises@hotmail.co.uk

Bird Watching

Robin Gulliver
robin.g@talktalk.net

Book Group 1

David Jones
stanthaket2@yahoo.co.uk

Book Group 2

Dawn Bowskill
colinrb_41@yahoo.co.uk

Bridge

Nadine McKee
lenandnadine@tiscali.co.uk

Circle Dancing
Coffee Morning

Cynthia Watson
Pamela Huggett
pamelahuggett@btinternet.com

Computers for All

Mike Kirkby
mike-helen@sudbrooke.eclipse.co.uk

Discussion

Michael Whalley
m.whalley1@ntlworld.com

Enjoying Classical
Music

David Jones
stanthaket2@yahoo.co.uk
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Group Convenors and Contact Details
Family History

Elizabeth Walker
pmw@avoncroft.freeserve.co.uk

Gardening

Pauline Haley
j.p.haley@btinernet.com

Music For Us

Hugh Taylor
hughandursie@hotmail.co.uk

Photography

Jim Smith
jimdnsmith@hotmail.co.uk

Play Reading

Margaret Howard
howardoldhall@tiscali.co.uk

Poetry Group

Marion Plenderleith
wee.scotty@tiscali.co.uk

Singing For Fun

Mick Davis
michael.davis@mypostoffice.co.uk
Jo Smith

Theatre Group

joansmith10@aol.com
Shirley Droy
shirleydroy@sky.com

Visits Group

Alan Campion
campion133@btinternet.com

Walks: 5-6 Miles

Joy Babington
joy@babington.me.uk

General Meeting
PowerPoint

Mike Kirkby
mike-helen@sudbrooke.eclipse.co.uk

Equipment Loans

Alan Campion
campion133@btinternet.com
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Lindsey U3a Membership Renewal Form
(January to December 2012)
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

*DELETE AS APPROPRIATE

*I/We wish to renew *my/our membership of Lindsey U3A
*Mr/Mrs/Miss

*Mr/Mrs/Miss

First Name:

Surname:

……………………………..
First Name:

………………...……
Surname:

……………………………..

………………...……

Address
…………………………………………………………….……………….
…………………………………………………………..Post Code…………….

Email address
………………………………………………………………………
Emergency Contact
Name/Tel No:…………………………….................……………………
(It is important for U3A to have these details in case of an emergency)

The Annual Fee is £12 per person Cheques payable to “Lindsey U3A”
Fee is to be paid at a General Meeting or by post to the Treasurer. Mr Mike
Kirkby, 33 Holme Drive, Sudbrooke, Lincoln LN2 2QL ( Please return this
form and your remittance to the Treasurer and provide a stamped
addressed envelope if you require a receipt.
NOTE: If you have not renewed your membership by 16 February 2012 it
will be assumed that you no longer wish to remain a member and therefore
your place will be offered to someone on the waiting list.
Internal use only
Cheque number
Date received
Value

………………………………..
………………………………..
………………………………..
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Members Survey
I/We attend the following U3A groups
(please the appropriate box for each member)
Regularly

Group
Architecture
Art Appreciation
Art & Craft
Aspects of History
Bird Watching
Book Group 1
Book Group 2
Bridge
Circle Dancing
Coffee Morning
Computers for all
Discussion
Enjoying Classical Music
Family History
Gardening
Music For Us
Photography
Play Reading
Poetry Group
Singing For Fun
Theatre Group
Visits Group
Walks: 5-6 Mile

Convenor
Margaret Campion
Margaret Campion

(more than
half the
meetings)

Occasional
ly
(less than half
the meetings)

Norman Clarke/Rita Dobbs

Bob Wise
Robin Gulliver
David Jones
Dawn Bowskill
Nadine McKee
Cynthia Watson
Pamela Huggett
Ike Kirkby
Michael Whalley
David Jones
Elizabeth Walker
Pauline Haley
Hugh Taylor
Jim Smith
Margaret Howard
Marion Plenderleith
Mick Davis
Jo Smith & Shirley Droy
Alan Campion
Joy Babington

I am interested in the following Groups if they were available
(please  as appropriate for each member)
As a Group
Maybe as a
Group
Member
convenor
Village Walks
Yoga
Tai Chi

Thank you for your co-operation
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Happy to be a
convenor

TIMETABLE OF INTEREST GROUPS
Mon

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

9.45am
5/6 mile walk

10am
Computers for
All

9.30am
Family History

2pm
Poetry for
Pleasure

2pm
Art
Appreciation

9.45am
5/6 mile walk

Week 4

2pm
Play
Reading
Enjoying
Classical
Music

Tue

10am
Art + Craft

10am
Circle
Dancing
2pm
Book Group 2
Bookworms

Wed

1.30pm
Bridge
1.30pm
Bridge

Thu

10am
General
Meeting

2pm
Book Group 1
1.30pm
Bridge

Gardening

2.30pm
Music for Us

2pm
Discussion
Group
10.00 am
Photography

10am
Architecture
10.15am
Coffee Morning

2pm
Aspects of
History

Fri
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2pm

2pm
Singing for Fun

1.30pm
Bridge

Some U3A Activities

Walking at the remains of Kirkstead Abbey

Architecture Group in Grimsby Council Chamber
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